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ABSTRACT
GIS Analysis of the Pre and Post-Diversion 
Water Balances in Owens Valley, California
by
Anna Corinne Draa
Dr. Richard L. Omdorff, Examination Committee Chair 
Assistant Professor of Geology 
Eastern Washington University
Owens Valley, California is located at the western border of both the Basin and 
Range and Great Basin Provinces. The valley is hydrologically closed; the only outflow 
for ground and surface waters is evaporation to the atmosphere. Los Angeles Department 
of Water and Power (LADWP) began diverting water from Owens Valley in 1913 and 
has steadily increased the amount of water removed from the valley since then; LADWP 
has always assumed that the hydrologie system as it existed in 1913 was in equilibrium 
with modem climate. This study develops a geographical information systems (GIS) 
based model of Owens Valley to (1) estimate post-diversion mountain block recharge for 
southern Owens Valley to test the assumption of equilibrium between recharge and 
observed playa discharge, and (2) estimate equilibrium extent of pre-diversion Owens 
Lake based on modem climate. Results demonstrate that water managers may be 
overestimating mountain block recharge to the modem playa by 50% and that pre­
diversion Owens Lake was not in hydrologie equilibrium with modem climate and was 
likely still shrinking due to late Holocene warming.
I l l
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Owens Valley, trending northwest to southeast, lies mostly in California just west of 
the Nevada state line and is a structural basin between the Sierra Nevada on the west and 
the White/Inyo Mountains on the east (Figure 1). Located almost entirely in Inyo County, 
California, the valley has a total drainage basin area of 8,550 km^ (3,301 mi^), which 
includes the 8,280 km^ (3,197 mi^) central valley (Banks, 1960). Owens Valley, often 
referred to as the “deepest valley” in North America (a vertical distance of 3,220 meters 
separate the highest peaks from the valley floor), is the westernmost valley in the Basin 
and Range Physiographic Province (Kohen et al., 1994). Beginning in the mid 1800s, 
Owens Valley has served as an agricultural and ranching community utilizing abundant 
surface runoff from the eastern slopes of the Sierra Nevada. At that time, Owens Lake, at 
the terminus of Owens River, covered 290 km^. In the early 1900’s the city of Los 
Angeles acquired land and water rights in Owens Valley and constructed a 375-kilometer 
(233-mile) long aqueduct in order to divert water to southem Califomia. Led by the 
superintendent of the Los Angeles City Water Company, William Mulholland and Fred 
Eaton (Mulholland’s predecessor), the constraction of a gravity driven, 233-mile-long 
aqueduct to divert water from Owens Valley to southem Califomia was complete by 
1913 (Reisner, 1986). Complete desiccation of Owens Lake, occurred by 1924; a dry 
playa at the southem end of the valley is all that remains (LADWP, 1993).
1
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Figure 1. The red box indicates the study area which is enlarged as the shaded relief map 
of Owens Valley. The dashed line indicates the watershed boundary.
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Initially the focus of the water diversion project was to supply Los Angeles with 
water needed to sustain its existing population; ultimately, a much greater quantity of 
water was allotted to secure the city’s future growth and prosperity (Hundley, 1992). As 
southem Califomia’s population increased, the demand for more water prompted 
exploitation of additional sources including diversion from Mono Basin to the northwest 
and the pumping of groundwater from Owens Valley in the 1970’s, precluding down- 
valley flow (southward) in the subsurface (Danskin, 1988). With the addition of a second 
aqueduct in the 1970’s and inclusion of groundwater withdrawal and diversion from 
Mono basin to the northwest, average export of water increased from 300,000 afy (acre- 
feet/year) to 482,000 afy with a maximum capacity of 565,000 afy (Danskin, 1988).
Prior to human intervention, studies show that Owens Lake has never completely dried; 
drill cores in Owens Valley reveal a continuous depositional record (800,000 yrs.) of 
freshwater lake sediments (Smith and Bischoff, 1997). Drill core records also indicate 
that the late Holocene period has been drier than at any other time during the preceding 
800,000 years (Smith and Bischoff, 1997). LADWP bases all water management 
decisions on hydrologie equilibrium with modem climate in Owens Valley (LADWP, 
1972, 1974, 1976, 1978, 1979, 1990, and 1993).
Geography and geology 
Surrounding Owens Valley are the Sierra Nevada, White/lnyoMountains, and the 
Coso Range, which are formed of a Cretaceous calc-alkaline batholith core consisting 
mostly of granodiorite, granite, and quartz monzonite (Matthes, 1930; Mayo, 1941; 
Bateman and Merriam, 1954; Larsen and others, 1954; Curtis and others, 1958). The
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
batholith intruded shallow marine sediments, which have weathered and eroded to form 
the valley fill (Pakiser et al., 1964).
North-south striking normal faults separate down-dropped valley fill from ranges to 
the east and west (Schaer, 1981). Typical of Basin and Range structure, the valley is 
oriented north-south and is 208 km long and 50 km wide. The southem region that 
directly recharges the underlying playa aquifers under modem conditions is 
approximately 45 km long and 42 km wide (Figure 2).
The Sierra Nevada is home to Mount Whitney, which is the highest peak in the 
contiguous United States, at an elevation of 4,418 m (14,495 ft) above sea level. The 
eastem face of the range forms one of the steepest escarpments in North America; it is 
presently rising at a rate of 58 cm (23 in) per century (Smith, 1979). Figure 3 is a TIN 
(Triangulated Irregular Network) that illustrates relief in the southem portion of Owens 
Valley.
Faults in Owens Valley define the boundary between bedrock and valley-fill 
throughout most of the area. There are three main faults that dissect the valley, two 
normal faults parallel to the west and east mountain fronts down-dropping the valley fill, 
and one right lateral strike-slip fault (called the Owens Valley fault) that cuts through the 
center of the valley (Pakiser et al., 1964; Carver, 1969). The development of a brine pool 
on the west side of the valley has led to the hypothesis that the Owens Valley fault is a 
barrier to flow (Lopes, 1988; Hollett et al., 1991). Studies related to the westem side of 
the playa are on-going to determine the impact faults have on groundwater movement 
throughout the valley.
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Figure 2. Owens Valley is a hydrologically closed basin located east of the Sierra Nevada 
near the Califbmia-Nevada border. The digital elevation model (DEM) on the right 
shows the modem playa stmcturally bound to the west, east, and south (darker regions 
indicate higher elevation) (modified from Wirganowicz, 1997).
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Figure 3. (a) TIN of the southem Owens Valley, including Mt. Whitney (tallest in the 
contiguous 48 states) in the northwest, (b) Rotated TIN of southem Owens Valley 
illustrates the high regional relief.
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The geology of Owens Valley and the surrounding area has been widely studied 
(Bateman, 1965; duBray and Dellinger, 1981; Lopes, 1988; Duffield and Bacon, 1981). 
Pakiser and others (1964) offers an historical account of geologic studies, as well as 
provides gravity, magnetic, and seismic study results from throughout the valley. The 
geometry of the Owens Valley basin was determined by geophysical studies (Pakiser, 
1960; Kane and Pakiser, 1961; Pakiser et al., 1964; Blakely and McKee, 1985; Hollett et 
al., 1991) which indicate that the deepest portion of the basin (southem playa region) 
holds up to 8,000 ft of sediment derived from the surrounding mountains. Sedimentary 
units vary based on depositional environment, and they record an array of fluvial, 
lacustrine, alluvial fan, littoral, deltaic, and colluvial deposits (Lopes, 1988). Owens Lake 
varied in size during the Quatemary producing multiple inter-fingering lacustrine, 
alluvial, and beach sediments along the valley margin (Pakiser et al., 1964). Beach 
sediments delineate the transition from lake deposits to the surrounding alluvial fans. 
Alluvial fans are present along the eastem margin of the valley but are dwarfed in 
comparison to those on the west. The majority of sediment transport is accomplished by 
ephemeral stream flow and episodic debris flows due to the lack of precipitation in the 
region.
Climate and Hydrology 
Owens Valley marks the westemmost extent of the Great Basin and forms a 
hydrologically closed drainage basin. Inflows for the watershed are dominated by 
precipitation originating in the Sierra Nevada which feed into tributaries to Owens River. 
Prior to human intervention Owens Lake was fed by the Owens River as well as from 
surface runoff from adjacent slopes, groundwater recharge from underlying aquifers, and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
minimal amounts of direct precipitation. As a result of diversion of the Owens River, 
Owens Lake is now a dry playa. Outflow from the playa is dominated by evaporation. 
Deep confined groundwater migrates to the playa surface and is diseharged as 
evaporation.
Climate in Owens Valley is dominated by the presence of the subtropical high, cold 
offshore ocean currents, and landform barriers, all of which create an arid to semi-arid 
climate (Houghton, 1969). Owens Valley is eharacterized by low precipitation, warm 
temperatures, low humidity, frequent winds, and high rates of évapotranspiration (Kohen 
et al., 1994). The valley floor receives less than 15 cm (6 in) of precipitation per year 
(Lopes, 1988). Underlying aquifers and surface streams, however, receive much higher 
quantities of water due to runoff and recharge from winter storms that originate in the 
Pacifie Oeean and sweep over the Sierra Nevada (Houghton, 1969) (Figure 4a). On the 
westem flank of the Sierra Nevada precipitation increases at a rate of 28 cm/1,000 m (11 
in/3,281 ft) while on the drier eastem flank this rate is halved due to the rainshadow 
effect (Smith and Bischoff, 1997). The Sierra Nevada intercepts most of the moisture 
traveling east from the Pacific, producing a severe rainshadow effect to the east of the 
range (Figure 5) (Kohen et al., 1994). Smith and Bischoff (1997) estimate that 80% of 
precipitation arrives in the form of snow and ice in the winter months dominating surface 
runoff from the Sierra Nevada. Convective storms originating in the Gulf of Mexico 
along with snowmelt contributed to the remaining 20% of precipitation. Average annual 
precipitation for the Sierra Nevada ranges between 100-200 cm/yr (40-80 in/yr), while 
the White/lnyo Mountains only receive 18-36 cm/yr (7-14 in/yr). The eentral Owens 
Valley receives just 13-15 cm/yr (5-6 in/yr) of direct precipitation which is overwhelmed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 4. Cross section of Owens Valley depicting (a) rainshadow effect on annual 
precipitation and (b) hypothesized pathways of mountain block recharge and playa 
discharge (modified fi*om Wirganowicz, 1997).
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Figure 5. Schematic cross section of Owens Valley illustrating orographic capture of 
moisture by the Sierra Nevada (modified from Kohen et al., 1994) (illustration not to 
scale).
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by high évapotranspiration and is excluded from contributing to MBR (Kohen et al., 
1994). Figure 4b is a conceptual model developed by Wirganowicz (1997) illustrating the 
movement of MBR from the mountain blocks into the confined basin fill units which then 
circulates up to the playa surface (due to an increase in hydrologie head with depth) to be 
evaporated (Smith and Pratt, 1957).
The paleoclimate history of Owens Valley has been documented from analysis of 
core logs from Owens Lake playa (Benson et al., 1996; Smith and Bischoff, 1997) and 
from analysis of Searles Lake stratigraphy (Smith, 1979, 1984). Paleoclimate 
reconstructions show that Owens Lake underwent six major 100 kyr cycles of high water 
stands, which are recorded by lacustrine overflow-volume deposits as evidence for 
southerly flow (Smith, 1979, 1984). During the middle to late Wisconsin period (20,000 
to 24,000 years ago) a large lake was present in Searles Valley indicating that Owens 
Lake, the upstream source for Searles Lake, was overflowing (Smith and Bischoff, 1997). 
Owens Lake core OL-92 indicates the last overflow occurred 5,000 years ago, and since 
then the valley has experienced the driest conditions of the last 800,000 years (Smith and 
Bischoff, 1997). It is inferred by Smith and Bischoff (1997) that during the early or 
middle Holocene, evaporation began to exceed lake inflow and progressively lowered its 
surface level to the extent that wind eroded and removed 3.3 m of sediments resulting in 
discontinuity in the core.
The surficial deposits on the floor of Owens Valley refleet a typical closed basin, 
saline lake environment with Tertiary and Quatemary sediment from the adjacent 
mountain blocks. Production and transport of large quantities of sediment occurred 
during glacial stages which have since been largely replaced by perennial and ephemeral
11
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streams in the late Pleistocene and Holocene (Pakiser et al., 1964). The most prominent 
sedimentary deposit in the playa region is the Owens River delta. The delta’s sandy 
material has high storativity and transmissivity with highest permeability near the river’s 
mouth (Duffy and Al-Hassan, 1988). The thickness and stratigraphy of the delta is not 
constrained, and the potential transfer of groundwater between the alluvial deposits, delta 
deposits, and the deep confined aquifers is unknown.
Major changes in precipitation and runoff have been recorded during the Quatemary 
based on changes in lake sediments in the Great Basin (Smith and Street-Perrott, 1983; 
Smith et al., 1997; Smith and Bischoff, 1997). Lake extent in hydrologieally closed 
drainage basins correlates direetly to annual preeipitation (Smith and Street-Perrott, 1983; 
Smith et al., 1997; Smith and Bischoff, 1997). The amount of precipitation within the 
Owens Valley watershed is the most dominant faetor affecting supply of water to the lake 
(Smith and Street-Perrott, 1983). Lithologie, chemical, minéralogie, geophysical, and 
paléontologie evidence indicates that Owens Lake, now completely dry, was a freshwater 
lake between 450 ka and 5 ka; it was at least several meters deep and overflowed 
periodically to feed a chain of lakes to the southeast (Smith et al., 1997). Owens Valley 
and the surrounding areas have undergone many warming and cooling climate cycles on 
the average every 100 ka (Smith et al., 1997). The Tioga glacial stage at about 20 ka 
marks the last time period during which Owens Lake overflowed into China, Searles, 
Panamint, and Death Valleys (Figure 6) (Smith and Bisehoff, 1997). The sedimentary 
record indicates that the late Holocene has been drier than any other time during the 
preceding 800 kyrs (Smith and Bisehoff, 1997). The late Holocene pre-diversion Owens 
Lake surface stood at an elevation of 1,097 m (3,597 ft) (Figure 7) with a surface area of
12
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Explanation
I Present day playa or 
'  lake
Pleistocene lake
Present day river
Pleistocene river
Drainage basin of 
Owens Lake
Long Valley Caldera
A
■ V
Figure 6. Owens Valley and the surrounding area. During wetter periods, Owens Lake 
overflowed and fed a chain of lakes trending to the south and east (modified fi-om Smith 
and Bischoff, 1997).
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Figure 7. Observed pre-diversion Owens Lake (elev. = 1,097 m) based on historical 
records (average ~18 m depth). Lake shading indicates depth; the E-W dominated trends 
are due to grid cell resolution and do not indicate natural conditions.
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approximately 290 km^ (71,500 acres) (Lee, 1912) (Mihevc et al., 1997). It is inferred 
that during the early or middle Holocene, evaporation began to exceed lake inflow 
resulting in surface lowering; Smith and Bischoff (1997) note that there is no evidence 
that Owens Lake desiccated prior to 5 ka.
Prior to 1970, groundwater withdrawals by the LADWP averaged 7,000 afy, 
however, during 1971-1974 withdrawals greatly increased to on average 112,000 afy 
(Danskin, 1988). Danskin (1988) states that this increase in groundwater pumping 
indicates that Owens Valley was out of hydrologie equilibrium.
Evapotranspiration (ET) is the only modem outflow for Owens Valley and has been 
estimated based on pan evaporation and vegetation studies (Lee, 1912; Farnsworth, 1982; 
Griepentrog and Groeneveld, 1981). Transpiration from plants and evaporation from the 
land surface is defined as total water loss from a hydrologically closed basin (Fetter, 
2001). Potential évapotranspiration (PET) was defined by Thomthwaite (1944) as the 
amount of ET that is produced with an unlimited source of water. Actual ET is very 
difficult to compute due to the large number of complicating factors and correspondingly 
large data requirements (Figure 8). ET can be estimated by energy balance methods, 
water budget methods, soil moisture content methods, and empirical equations 
(Thomthwaite, 1944). Empirical equations seem to produce the most accurate ET 
estimates because they allow for quantifying specific contributions to ET in a given area, 
but they require extensive field measurements (Hargreaves and Samani, 1982). The first 
vegetation and soil moisture studies were conducted by Lee (1912); since then, 
évapotranspiration has been estimated as the residual in numerous water-budget studies
15
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Figure 8. Example of the relationship between potential and actual évapotranspiration in 
an arid to semi-arid climate (modified from Fetter, 2001).
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(California Department of Water Resources, 1960, 1965, 1966; Los Angeles Department 
of Water and Power, 1972, 1976,1978,1979,1990, and 1993; Danskin, 1988). LADWP 
(1972) estimated 610,000 afy of annual ET for water years 1935-1969. The most recent 
studies (Duell, 1990, Groeneveld et al., 1986a, 1986b, 1987) quantify ET for the valley 
floor based on native vegetation and soil moisture estimates but do not include a valley 
wide estimate of ET. The LADWP (1972 & 1976) estimated ET for parts of the valley by 
summing local values based on land use patterns identified from aerial mapping of the 
valley and generalized relations between ET and depth to the water table for individual 
plant species (Griepentrog and Groeneveld, 1981). However, vegetation at higher 
elevations was not considered and a valley-wide water budget was not produced.
Extensive studies have been carried out by the LADWP (1972,1974, 1976,1978, 
1979,1990, and 1993) to characterize the movement of groundwater throughout the 
valley; however, there is still a lack of understanding as to how groundwater disperses in 
the playa subsurface. Information about pre-diversion surface water and groundwater 
interactions has been lost due to the lumped volumes of aqueduct discharge reported by 
the LADWP (Danskin, 1988). Hollett and others (1991) states that prior to human 
interaction (irrigation/diversion) with the natural system, Owens River was the primary 
source of recharge for Owens Lake. Lee (1912) concluded that the geology of the region 
north of Owens Lake does not allow for groundwater flow southward based on 
groundwater discharge zones north of the playa. Wirganowicz (1997) developed a 
conceptual model of the playa area that depicts the relative movement of groundwater 
from the margins of the bedrock to the stacked aquifers of valley fill, which ultimately
17
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discharge from the playa surface (Figure 9). Wirganowicz (1997) discusses four stacked 
confined aquifers within the upper 305 m (1,000 ft) of fill.
Maxey (1967) built on the work of Toth (1962) in development of a conceptual model 
of the hydrology of a topographically closed desert basin. Duffy and Al-Hassan, 1988 
identified (1) the recharge zone, where water moves vertically and horizontally 
downward with decreasing hydraulic head with depth, (2) a second zone dominated by 
lateral flow with parallel flow lines and a constant hydraulic head, and (3) a third 
discharge zone where groundwater movement is upward (Figure 10). Langbein (1961) 
further studied impacts of salinity on playa discharge.
Previous Studies
The United States Geological Survey (Danskin, 1998) and the Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power (LADWP, 1972, 1974, 1976, 1978, 1979, 1990, and 
1993) continue to develop water budgets for Owens Valley, however independent MBR 
estimates have not been published. Previous hydrologie studies disagree on the annual 
volume of MBR in southern Owens Valley. Lopes (1988) developed a conceptual model 
to quantify the components of such a water budget, and Wirganowicz (1997) and 
Schumer (1997) developed numerical models based on Lopes’s (1988) water budget 
values. Lopes (1988) stated that MBR volume of approximately 2.5*10^ m^/yr [2,000 
acre-feet/year (afy)] recharges playa aquifers. This estimate was based on the assumption 
that only the Sierra Nevada contributed to MBR at a rate of 20% the amount of 
precipitation for that region. Wirganowicz (1997) used this initial estimate of MBR for 
his numerical simulations in MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988) to simulate 
the groundwater system based on the best-fit results of a steady state groundwater model
18
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Figure 9. Generalized cross-seetion of the Owens Lake hydrostratigraphic units and 
groundwater flow direction (modified from Wirganowicz, 1997).
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Figure 10. Block diagram of the west side of the playa region in Owens Valley 
illustrating the three hydrologie subsurface regimes: 1) source for sediment and water 
(MBR zone), 2) transfer zone of sediment and water (lateral flow zone), 3) sediment 
deposition zone (discharge playa zone) (modified from Duffy & Al-Hassan, 1988).
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concluding that an MBR volume of 2.5*10^ m^/yr (20,000 afy) was needed to sustain 
observed playa discharge (water below the playa moves upward through a series of 
confined aquifers before evaporating at the surface). Schumer (1997) produced a 
conceptual model for the groundwater system around Lone Pine, California, which 
extended the model domain of Wirganowicz (1997). Wirganowicz (1997) attributed the 
deficit in calculated MBR and observed discharge to 1) a groundwater system in Owens 
Valley that may not be in equilibrium with modem climate, 2) the existence of additional 
recharge sources that have not been accounted for, and/or 3) methods of calculating MBR 
that result in underestimation of actual volumes. Many other quantitative and qualitative 
studies have been conducted in the valley including those of Lee (1912); California 
Department of Water Resources (1960); LADWP (1972, 1976, 178, 1979, 1990, and 
1993); Griepentrog and Groeneveld (1981); Danskin (1988); Lopes (1988); Hollett et al. 
(1991); Mihevc et al. (1997); Thyne and Gillespie (1997) (in the Indian Wells Valley, 
south of Owens Lake Playa); Wirganowicz (1997); and Schumer (1997). Mihevc et al. 
(1997) modeled Owens Lake water levels based on allowing diverted water to flow back 
into the basin. This work was conducted on a proprietary contract to the Desert Research 
Institute from LADWP; a discussion of methodology was prepared as a DRI report, but 
the results of this work were not published.
Lyons and others (1995) measured the age of confined groundwater in the deep 
aquifers of the southern portion of Owens Valley. Conclusions of their work indicate 
flowing wells southeast of Independence in Owens Valley were recharged fi'om a few 
hundred to a few thousand years ago. Estimated residence times for groundwater in the 
valley are within lOO’s to lOOO’s of years; authors note the need for further investigation
21
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into flow paths and encourage the continued interest in dating well water in the valley 
(Lyons et al., 1995). Font (1995) also dated waters from deep wells along the western 
side of the valley and found 20,000 year old waters. This age of water is hypothesized to 
correlate with waters from the Last Glacial Maximum -18,000 yr. b.p.and could indicate 
a transport time of 20,000 years from surface exposure to deep confined units within the 
valley fill (Font, 1995). Previous studies (LADWP 1972, 1974, 1976, 1978, 1979, 1990, 
and 1993) in the valley have assumed steady state conditions with modem climate, 
inferring that groundwater discharges to the atmosphere within a few decades when in 
fact the previous research indicates that groundwater may take lOO’s to lOOO’s of years to 
complete its joumey back to the atmosphere.
Study Goals
This research tests the hypothesis of hydrologie equilibrium in the modem Owens 
Valley playa as well as for pre-diversion Owens Lake. Two experiments have been 
developed to test equilibrium in Owens Valley and to answer the following questions: (1) 
Is, as some prior studies have suggested, modem mountain block recharge inadequate to 
support observed playa discharge? (2) And was Owens Lake in equilibrium with modem 
climate when diversion occurred, or was it perhaps still shrinking in response to late 
Holocene warming?
Experiment 1 : Post-diversion hydrologie 
balance of Owens Lake playa
This paper uses GlS-based methods to estimate modem mountain block recharge to 
confined aquifers beneath Owens Lake playa and to compare estimated recharge with 
measured playa discharge. The null hypothesis is as follows: Groundwater beneath
22
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Owens Lake playa is in hydrologie equilibrium with modem elimate. Assumptions made 
for this research include (1) the water table mimics surface topography hence the 
subsurface watershed boundary is the same as the surface watershed, (2) evaporation 
from the playa surface is the only outflow for the system, and (3) there is no contribution 
from groundwater originating in the northem valley. Mountain hlock recharge for the 
playa is computed via methods described by Maxey and Eakin (1949) and Donovan and 
Katzer (2000) to test the null hypothesis by comparing inflows and outflows under 
modem conditions.
Experiment 2: Hydrologie balance of 
pre-diversion Owens Lake
Surface water diversion and groundwater withdrawal have negatively affected the 
hydrologie system in Owens Valley. The severity of these impacts can only be evaluated 
by comparison with the pre-diversion environment. The null hypothesis is as follows: 
Pre-diversion Owens Lake (natural state) was in hydrologie equilibrium with modem 
elimate. This study estimates pre-1900 inflows to, and outflows from, Owens Lake under 
modem climate boundary conditions. Two GIS models have been developed to estimate 
equilibrium lake extent based on: (1) historic stream gauge records (Lee, 1912), mountain 
block recharge (Draa and Omdorff, 2003), and lake evaporation (Famsworth, 1982), and 
(2) an energy-based model of évapotranspiration for the entire valley (Hargreaves and 
Samani, 1982).
23
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENT 1: POST-DIVERSION 
HYDROLOGIC BALANCE OF 
OWENS LAKE PLAYA 
GIS Methodology
Management of the Owens Valley hydrologie system has always relied on an 
assumption of equilibrium with modem climate. This GIS-based study quantifies 
mountain block recharge for aquifers beneath Owens Lake playa to test the null 
hypothesis: mountain block recharge for Owens Lake playa is in steady-state equilibrium 
with modem elimate. This is accomplished by comparing recharge estimates using the 
methodology of Maxey and Eakin (1949) and Donovan and Katzer (2000) with measured 
playa discharge. The first step in estimating the spatial distribution of playa MBR 
involved building a GIS database for lower Owens Valley.
1. Four 1:250,000 USGS digital elevation models (DEMs) were mosaiced 
together using neighborhood statistics to correct any null values along seams.
2. The grid was then reprojected into a Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
coordinate system to ensure that all grid cells have a uniform metric size of 90 
meters. The DEM was clipped to isolate Owens Lake playa (Figure 2).
24
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3. A short algorithm was written to delineate the watershed boundary for the 
southern region surrounding the playa.
4. Flow direction and flow accumulation was computed for each grid cell and a 
polygon was created that delineates the playa boundary.
5. The polygon was converted to a raster grid to represent Owens Lake (the area 
into which flow accumulates) for watershed delineation. The playa watershed 
has an area of 1,400 km^.
6. The upper limit of the contributing MBR zone was delineated based on the 
assumption that the water table mimics surface topography and that the MBR 
boundary is the same as the surface watershed boundary.
7. Due to high évapotranspiration rates on the valley floor (Farnsworth et al., 
1982) and the vertical hydraulic gradient of the underlying groundwater 
(Smith and Pratt, 1957), the valley portion of the watershed was omitted from 
the MBR zone.
8. A slope map was derived (Figure 11a) from the DEM to determine the 
location of the contact between bedrock and valley fill. A sharp slope break 
was identified at the 1,200 m contour line; this break correlated with Geologic 
maps of the area and represents the bedroek/fill transition (Duffield and 
Bacon, 1981).
9. GPS field measurements verified the presence of the transition at an elevation 
of 1,200 m in the lower valley (Table 1). Field work consisted of recording 
gps (Geographical Positioning System) points near the visible boundary 
between bedrock and alluvium. Access limited the number of data points.
25
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Figure 11. (a) Slope map derived from the DEM. (b) MBR zone delineated from the 
playa watershed and slope map. Slopes vary from 0 degrees (white) to 67 degrees (black). 
The bedrock/fill boundary lies at an elevation of about 1,200 m above sea level and is 
delineated by the lower most shaded areas.
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Table 1. Data eolleeted April 2, 2003 in Owens Valley, California to determine the 
bedrock/valley fill eontaet zone; the table includes gps locations and elevations.
Easting Northing Elevation (m)
419,586 4,041,680 1147
403,837 4,051,244 1161
407,606 4,025,203 1148
391,065 4,115,104 1248
387,698 4,115,426 1208
38^650 4,115,448 1220
377,225 4,133,051 1248
383,610 4,131,777 1226
385.872 4,130,224 1274
386,374 4,093,941 1259
415,630 4.6#,828 1117
415,588 4,0^,752 1114
415,566 4,044,615 1106
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10. The playa sits at an elevation of 1, 097 m. The area surrounding the playa 
consists of valley fill and alluvial fans which are assumed to not contribute to 
MBR. The area between the upper playa watershed boundary and the lower 
bedroek/fill boundary makes up the MBR zone with an area of 938 km“
(Figure lib ). The boundary to the north of the playa was selected based on 
GIS flow accumulation analyses which delineated the area of surface runoff 
contribution to the playa.
Annual precipitation data was obtained for 23 elimate stations in Owens Valley and 
has been used in previous studies by Wirganowicz (1997) and Lopes (1988) (LADWP, 
1972, 1974, 1976, 1978, 1979, 1990, and 1993) (Table 2). Figure 12 is a plot of the 
climate stations in GIS. Plotting average annual precipitation against elevation for each 
station resulted in a strong linear regression correlation with an Revalue of 0.87 (overall 
regression) (Figure 13). However, the west side of the valley receives higher precipitation 
than the east side due to the rainshadow effect, hence this regression under-predicts Sierra 
Nevada precipitation while over-predicting White and Inyo Mountain precipitation. To 
correct for these errors the stations were divided into geographic zones and two 
additional regression analyses were conducted, one for the southeastern valley and 
another for the southwestern valley. The Sierra Nevada regression resulted in an R  ̂of 
0.94 and the White/Inyo regression in an R  ̂of 0.96, a significant improvement over the 
initial correlation (Figure 13).
The playa MBR zone was divided into two areas, the Sierra Nevada mountain block 
with an area of 374 km^ and the White/Inyo and Coso mountain block with an area of 
640 km^. The Sierra Nevada precipitation equation was applied to the western area and
28
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Table 2. Average annual precipitation (cm) for 23 climate stations in Owens Valley, 
California (LADWP, 1990).
Station Name Average Annual 
Precipitation fern)
B. P. Power House #3 22.4
B. P. Creek 40.7
B. P. Yard 16.2
Bishop Airport 13.7
Bishop Yard 15.7
Cottonwood Gates 1(5.1
Cottonwood Powerhouse 14.2
Golden Trout Camp 43.5
N. Haiwee Powerhouse 14.5
S. Haiwee Powerhouse 14.2
S. Haiwee Reservoir 16.7
Independence Yard 12.7
LAA at Alabama Hills 9.7
LAA Intake 11.1
Little Lake 17.8
L. Pine Yard 10.6
Onion Valiev 50.9
Rock Creek Store 42.9
Sabrina Lake 42.4
South Lake 45.6
Tinemaha Reservoir 16.2
White ML #1 34.1
White ML #2 42.2
* B. P. stands for Big Pine
LAA stands for Los Angeles Aqueduct
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Figure 12. Locations of 23 climate stations in Owens Valley, California.
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Figure 13. Linear regression of (a) average annual precipitation vs. elevation for the 
entire valley (R2 = 0.87), (b) average annual precipitation vs. elevation for the west side 
(R2 = 0.94), and (c) average annual precipitation vs. elevation for the east side (R2 = 
0.96).
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the White/lnyo Mountain equation to the eastern area to produce precipitation estimates 
for each grid cell within the MBR zone. The linear regression for the west side produced 
a maximum annual precipitation estimate of 60.5 cm, while the regression for the east 
side produced a maximum annual precipitation estimate of only 32.8 cm. Average annual 
precipitation per grid cell is 33 cm/yr in the west and 20 cm/yr in the east. The Sierra 
Nevada, with a smaller surface area but larger average precipitation per grid cell, has an 
estimated annual precipitation volume of 1.23*10*m^/yr (100,000 afy). The White/Inyo 
Mountains, with a larger surface area but a smaller average precipitation per grid cell, has 
an estimated annual precipitation volume of 1.28*10^ m^/yr (104,000 afy) (Table 3). The 
southeastern side of the valley has nearly twice the area of the west, producing a greater 
overall volume of water. However, the east side of the valley sits at much lower elevation 
resulting in a much greater area succumbing to higher évapotranspiration rates therefore 
reducing the effects of such a volume of water (Farnsworth et al., 1982). Figure 14 shows 
the modeled spatial distribution of annual precipitation based on dividing the valley into 
east and west precipitation/elevation zones. The overall regression without considering 
the rainshadow effect over predicted the amount of precipitation for the east side while 
under predicting precipitation on the west.
Estimating mountain block recharge 
Maxey and Eakin (1949) developed a method of estimating MBR for southwestern 
valleys based on annual precipitation zones. Working in Nevada, they used 
precipitation/elevation maps produced by Hardman (1936). Maxey and Eakin (1949) 
assumed a direct relationship between precipitation and recharge, with areas experiencing 
the greatest amounts of precipitation yielding the greatest recharge. Based on fieldwork
32
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Table 3. Annual precipitation (per grid cell, per surface area, volume per year) for the 
west and east sides of the valley. Note that the east side of the valley receives half of the 
precipitation/grid cell received by the west; however due to the larger surface area, the 
east produces a larger volume of total precipitation.
Area
Average 
Precipitation/grid 
cell (m)
Total Area (m )̂ Total
Precipitation
(m /̂yr)
Sierra (west) 0.33 3.70*10^ 1.23*10*
(1.10 ft) (91,000 ac) (100,000 afy)
White/Inyo (east) 0.20 6.40*10* 1.28*10*
(0.66 ft) (160,000 ac) (104,000 afy)
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Figure 14. DEM of southern Owens Valley precipitation (cm) based on 
precipitation/elevation regressions for the west and east sides. Note the lower maximum 
precipitation on the east compared to the west.
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throughout the Great Basin, Maxey and Eakin (1949) denoted specific precipitation zones 
that contribute defined percentages of annual precipitation as recharge. If precipitation is 
greater than 50.8 cm (the uppermost precipitation zone), 25% becomes recharge. 
Precipitation between 38.1 and 50.8 cm contributes 15% to recharge, precipitation 
between 30.48 and 38.1 cm contributes 7% to recharge, precipitation between 20.32 and 
30.48 cm contributes 3% to recharge, and precipitation less than 20.32 cm contributes 
nothing to recharge. These coefficients were used in conjunction with the previously 
discussed annual precipitation surface (GIS term used to describe the zone of 
precipitation) to compute annual recharge to Owens Lake playa (Figure 15). The results 
indicate an MBR volume of 1.28*10^ m^/yr (10,400 afy) for the Sierra Nevada and a 
volume of 1.87*10^ m^/yr (1,500 afy) for the White/Inyo/Coso Mountains producing a 
total annual MBR volume of 1.47*10^ mVyr (11,900 afy). MBR efficiency is defined as 
the total volume of MBR divided by the total volume of precipitation for a geographic 
zone. Although the Sierra Nevada side of the valley receives a lower annual precipitation 
volume than the White/lnyo side, it is more efficient at producing recharge (Table 4a). 
Sierra Nevada MBR efficiency is 10%, while White/lnyo MBR efficiency is only 1%.
Donovan and Katzer (2000) developed a modification of the Maxey and Eakin (1949) 
method for estimating recharge in the Las Vegas Basin, Nevada. Their method was 
developed under the same assumption that recharge increases with increasing 
precipitation. Donovan and Katzer (2000) applied Maxey and Eakin’s (1949) upper 
boundary condition hut developed an exponential correlation for recharge percentages 
and annual precipitation values below 50.8 cm/yr (with no lower cutoff value):
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Figure 15. MBR coefficients and annual MBR for Owens Lake playa based on the Maxey 
and Eakin (1949) method.
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Table 4a. MBR efficiency for the west and east sides of the valley based on the Maxey 
and Eakin (1949) method. Efficiency is the ratio of the total volume of MBR to the total 
volume of precipitation.
Maxey and Eakin Average Total MBR MBR Efficiency
(1949) MBR/grid cell (m) (m^/yr)
Sierra (west) 0.034 1.28*10’ 0.104
(1.34 in) (10,377 afy) (10%)
White/lnyo (east) 0.0029 1.87* lO'̂ 0.013
(0.11 in) (1,516 afy) (1%)
Table 4b. MBR efficiency for the west and east sides of the valley based on the Donovan 
and Katzer (2000) method. Efficiency is the ratio of the total volume of MBR to the total 
volume of precipitation.
Donovan and 
Katzer (2000)
Average 
MBR/grid cell (m)
Total MBR
(m^/yr)
MBR Efficiency
Sierra (west) 0.035 1.30*10’ 0.106
(1.38 in) (10,539 afy) (11%)
White/lnyo (east) 0.0037 2.35*10^ 0.018
(0.15 in) (1,905 afy) (2%)
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Where rg is recharge efficiency (%) and P is annual precipitation in ft/yr.
This method produced MBR values that agreed closely with other studies in the Las 
Vegas basin. This approach was applied to lower Owens Valley, which experiences a 
climate similar to that of the Las Vegas Basin. Table 4b summarizes the results of the 
application of the Donovan and Katzer (2000) method, and Figure 16 shows the spatial 
distribution of playa MBR developed using this method. Annual MBR volume is 
1.54*10’mVyr (12,500 afy), which is about 5% higher than the previous estimate. 
Accuracy of the estimates of MBR cannot be determined since there is no true defined 
known amount of MBR to compare the results to. Precision however, can be determined 
based on the comparison of estimates and the enhanced method of analyses. The linear 
approach applied by the Donovan and Katzer (2000) method allows for a finer, more 
precise estimate of MBR than the bulk zoning of the Maxey and Eakin (1949) method 
and may account for the slightly larger estimate of MBR.
Results
Previous studies in southern Owens Valley concluded that MBR volume of 2.5* lO’ 
m^/yr (20,000 afy) is needed to sustain hydrologie equilibrium with modem climate; this 
value is based on measured playa discharge (Wirganowicz, 1997). Our study constructed 
a high-resolution GIS database for the playa recharge zone and estimated average annual 
MBR based on the methods of Maxey and Eakin (1949) and Donovan and Katzer (2000). 
Both methods assume that recharge is directly correlated to precipitation. We assumed 
that the water table mirrored surface topography and that the groundwater system was 
hydrologically closed like the surface basin.
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Figure 16. MBR coefficients and annual MBR for Owens Lake playa based on the 
Donovan and Katzer (2000) method.
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Dividing the basin into west and east zones allowed for the rainshadow effect to be 
represented in the estimates of annual precipitation and recharge. It is concluded that 10% 
of the precipitation that falls on the Sierra Nevada (west) side of the valley contributes to 
MBR. However, the precipitation that falls on the White/Inyo (east) side of the valley 
only contributes 1% to recharge. The Maxey and Eakin (1949) method was tested 
through the application of the Donovan and Katzer (2000) method which produced very 
similar results. The GIS-hased application of the Maxey and Eakin (1949) method 
produced 1.47*10^ m^/yr (11,900 afy) in annual MBR volume, while the application of 
the Donovan and Katzer (2000) method produced 1.54*10W/yr (12,500 afy) in annual 
MBR volume. The 5% difference may he due to the extended coefficient domain, as well 
as increased precision in estimating grid cell coefficients. Table 5 is a comparison of 
MBR efficiencies for both methods. The Donovan and Katzer (2000) method produces 
only slightly higher efficiency results than the Maxey and Eakin (1949) and therefore it is 
concluded that the Maxey and Eakin method is a precise way to estimate MBR in Owens 
Valley. Due to the fact that no other study has directly estimated MBR for the entire 
valley, accuracy of these results is unknown. Based on this analysis, however, the amount 
of mountain block recharge that is sustained by modem climate in southern Owens 
Valley is only about half (-50%) of the amount needed to balance playa discharge 
(20,000 afy) (based on previous work by Wirganowicz, 1997).
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Table 5. A comparison of total MBR efficiencies based on the Maxey and Eakin (1949) 
and the Donovan and Katzer (2000) methods.
Southern Owens 
Valley Playa 
Region
Total 
Average/grid cell 
MBR (m)
Total MBR 
(m /̂yr)
MBR Efficiency
Maxey and Eakin 0.018 1.47*10? 0.058
(1949) (0.71 in) (11,917 afy) (6%)
Donovan and 0.019 1.54*10? 0.061
Katzer (2000) (0.75 in) (12,485 afy) (6%)
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT 2: HYDROLOGIC BALANCE 
OF PRE-DIVERSION OWENS LAKE
Methodology 
Model 1: Hydrologie balance o f Owens Valley 
using historic flow data 
The null hypothesis of this experiment is that pre-diversion Owens Lake was in 
steady-state equilibrium with modem climate. This research, employing a GIS-hased 
model, calculated a valley-wide water budget based on historic stream gauge 
measurements and modeled modem playa recharge. It was assumed that groundwater 
dominated inflow to pre-diversion Owens Lake in the southem portion of the valley and 
that Owens River flow represents all inflow from the north. It is also assumed that the 
only outflow for pre-diversion Owens Lake was evaporation from the lake surface.
A digital elevation model (DEM) for Owens Valley was created by mosaicing 1:250,000 
USGS DEMs and using neighborhood statistical functions to correct null values along 
seams. The resulting grid was reprojeeted into a Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
coordinate system with a uniform grid cell size of 90 meters. A polygon was created to 
represent pre-diversion Owens Lake with a surface elevation of 1,097 m (3,600 ft amsl) 
(Figure 7). The lake polygon was converted to a raster grid and used as the source area
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into which water in the closed hasin flows. A short algorithm was written in the ohject- 
oriented programming language Avenue to determine grid cell flow direction, flow 
accumulation, and to delineate the watershed boundary for Owens Lake. The script 
overestimated the watershed boundary in the north, due to subtle topographic controls 
that were smoothed out in the DEM. A hypothetical lake (polygon) was simulated in the 
overestimated northern portion of the overall watershed. The northern subset of the DEM 
was subjected to the same sequence of watershed delineation steps as before and a sub­
watershed was created. Finally the sub-watershed was subtracted from the main 
watershed to delineate a more accurate Owens Valley watershed, which is used for 
surface and groundwater flow boundaries in this study. This digital watershed was 
compared to published maps to ensure accuracy. Figures 17 a-f illustrates the steps taken 
to correct this problem. The DEM-based watershed model is used as the basemap for 
both Model 1 and Model 2.
Model 1 input relies on historic discharge measurements for Owens River. Lee (1912) 
measured annual Owens River discharge at 296,000 afy at its mouth into Owens Lake. 
Owens River both gains and loses water along its length; according to Lee (1912) 
seepage gains by the river are balanced by seepage losses to the groundwater. Stream 
gauge measurements are therefore assumed to encompass the total quantity of water 
entering the lake from the north.
The only outflow for pre-diversion Owens Lake was surface evaporation. We assume 
that modem climate has remained relatively constant within the past 100 years, therefore 
pre-diversion conditions are assumed to be reflected in climate records over the past
43
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Figure 17. (a)Digital elevation model (DEM) of Owens Valley, (b) Watershed delineation 
overestimates the northern watershed (area within dashed line).
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Figure 17. (c) Clipped section outlining the area which does not contribute to the 
watershed, (d) The blue polygon represents the simulated lake into which the northern 
watershed would feed.
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t
Figure 17. (e) The northern sub-watershed created by calculating all areas which drain 
toward the simulated lake, (f) True watershed delineation for Owens Valley, California, 
which matches published maps.
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century. Class A pan evaporation data provides information about Owens Lake 
evaporation prior to diversion (Farnsworth et al., 1982). The amount of pan evaporation 
indicates the amount of lake evaporation that would occur at the same location, once it is 
adjusted by a pan coefficient. A pan coefficient represents the ratio between free water 
surface evaporation and observed pan evaporation and ranges from 0.64 to 0.88 within 
the United States (Farnsworth et al, 1982); an average value of 0.7 is typically used to 
estimate lake evaporation from pan evaporation (Farnsworth et al., 1982). Average values 
for observed pan evaporation from 1956-1970 (for May through October) were used by 
Farnsworth and others (1982) to created pan evaporation vs. elevation plots for the region 
due east of the Sierra Nevada; the results if the study found that the curve for 
southeastern California represented the best fit curve for the entire western United States 
with an R? (coefficient of determination) of 0.99. Figure 18 illustrates the relationship 
between pan evaporation and Owens Lake evaporation with lake surface elevation 
(Farnsworth et al., 1982).
For this study, Owens Lake inflow was calculated as the sum of mountain block 
recharge for the playa region (Draa and Omdorff, 2003) and historic average annual 
Owens River discharge (Lee, 1912). For equilibrium conditions to be met, this calculated 
inflow must equal estimated outflow (no change in storage) as lake evaporation. Annual 
evaporation was related to lake surface elevation via the Farnsworth and others (1982) 
relationship. Surface elevation was used in the GIS model to compute modeled aerial 
extent that was then compared with observed pre-diversion lake extent to test the null 
hypothesis.
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Figure 18. Evaporation vs. elevation relationship for Owens Valley from Farnsworth and 
others (1982). Blue squares indieate estimated Owens Lake evaporation (pan evaporation 
multiplied by the pan coeffieient 0.7).
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Model 2: Hydrologie balance o f Owens Valley 
using an energy-based model o f 
évapotranspiration
The null hypothesis of this experiment was that pre-diversion Owens Lake was in 
steady-state equilibrium with modem elimate. This research, which employed a GIS- 
based model, calculated lake extent based on monthly temperature, precipitation, and an 
energy-based model of valley-wide évapotranspiration. As before, it was assumed that 
the only outflow for the study area was through evaporation.
Evapotranspiration can be estimated in a variety of ways based on available solar 
energy (Fetter, 2001). Solar radiation varies globally; solar radiation is relatively constant 
at the equator, while at the poles radiation varies from zero during polar winter to highs 
during the summer (Fetter, 2001). The earth is sustained by annual incoming solar 
radiation of 170 billion megawatts (Geiger, 1965; Gates, 1980; Dubayah and Rich, 1995 
& 1996). The geometry of the earth and sun allows for accurate estimates of latitudinal 
gradients of insolation (Fu and Rich, 1999). On a landscape scale, estimating radiation is 
more difficult as topographic factors such as slope and shading influence insolation 
distribution (Fu and Rich, 1999).
Wu (1997) compared six energy-based ET models to determine their relative 
effectiveness. Models discussed in Wu’s (1997) study were the Penman, Revised 
Penman, Jensen-Haise, Hargreaves, Kohler, and Taylor Models. All six model outputs 
were averaged and compared with daily measured ET (Wu, 1997). A strong correlation 
was found to exist between all model results and measured ET for a 7-day trial (R  ̂=
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0.90) and was even stronger with a 15 day average (R^ = 0.94). Wu (1997) concluded that 
the Hargreaves Model was as accurate as the much more data-intensive Penman model.
The Hargreaves Model (Hargreaves and Samani, 1982) estimates potential 
évapotranspiration as a function of incoming solar radiation and air temperature. The 
Hargreaves Model follows the equation below:
ET = 0.0135 ( T + 17.78) Rs (2)
Where:
ET = potential daily évapotranspiration 
T = mean temperature 
Rs = incident solar radiation
Wu (1997) states that work has been conducted in an effort to improve the 
Hargreaves Model by including corrections for wind, relative humidity, and other 
parameters, however statistical analyses indicate no substantial improvement upon the 
original calculation (Hargreaves and Samani, 1982). Therefore, the Hargreaves Model 
was applied in Owens Valley for the following reasons: (1) limited field measurements 
were available, (2) similarities existed between the Owens Valley setting and weather 
patterns and orographic effects in other areas in which the model has been successfully 
applied, and (3) high level of accuracy shown in previous studies using this model (Wu, 
1997).
Lapse rates are rates at which the air cools as it ascends through the atmosphere or 
warms as it descends. A regional lapse rate for Owens Valley allows creation of monthly 
temperature grids from one or more anchor stations; temperature grids then serve as input 
to the Hargreaves model to determine monthly potential évapotranspiration. Van Hoesen 
(2003) developed a computer model to calculate mean monthly air temperature and
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monthly lapse rates from a set of regional climate station data, a base DEM, and the 
elevation and mean monthly temperature of an anchor climate station within the study 
area. The weather station located at the Bishop Airport was used as the anchor station for 
the lapse rate model due to its long record (75 years) and its central location in the valley 
(Table 6).
GIS grids of monthly average precipitation for California and Nevada were obtained 
from the USD A Natural Resources Conservation Service as PRISM model output from 
the Spatial Climate Analysis Service at Oregon State University (Daly et al., 1994). Grids 
were downloaded and reprojected from decimal degrees to universe transverse mercator 
(UTM) coordinates. Grids were then resampled to match grid cell size in the base DEM. 
Watershed-scale grids were created by summing the California and Nevada monthly 
grids and multiplying by base grid with all cell values set to 1. The Nevada precipitation 
database was incomplete and did not include a precipitation grid for the month of 
October. October precipitation was estimated as the average of September and November 
grids. Comparison with California's October precipitation along with its relationship to 
California's grid for September and November, it was determined that estimated October 
precipitation for Nevada was acceptable.
The Solar Analyst Extension is a comprehensive solar radiation modeling tool that 
provides spatial and temporal variations at regional, landscape, and local scales (Fu and 
Rich, 1999). Solar Analyst calculates monthly and annual insolation grids from 
topography while considering the influences of grid cell orientations, shading, and 
atmospheric conditions (Fu and Rich, 1999).
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Table 6. Input data for the lapse rate model to estimate mean monthly temperature OC for 
two elevation zones: 1000m to 1500m and 1500m to 2000m. Bishop Airport is the anchor 
station for the model because it is the longest recording station (75 years) at a central 
location.
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A viewshed is created for every grid cell of the input DEM that accounts for the 
angular distribution of sky obstruction (horizon angle) from a central location (Fu and 
Rich, 1999). Horizon angles are converted into a hemispherical coordinate system 
utilizing an equiangular hemispherical projection, which represents a three dimensional 
hemisphere of directions as a two dimensional grid (Fu and Rich, 1999). As a result each 
grid cell is assigned a value that corresponds with visible versus obstructed sky directions 
and the grid cell location (row and column) corresponds to a zenith angle 0 and an 
azimuth angle a on the specified hemisphere (Fu and Rich, 1999).
The Solar Analyst Extension creates a sunmap of direct solar radiation originating 
from each sky direction in the same hemispherical projection and specifies suntracks, the 
apparent position of the sun as it varies through time (Fu and Rich, 1999). The position of 
the sun is determined based on latitude, day of year, and time of day using standard 
astronomical formulae modified version of Gates (1980). Solar radiation is modified by 
topography then reaches the ground as direct, diffuse and reflected radiation (Fu and 
Rich, 1999). The largest component is direct radiation followed by diffuse; reflected 
radiation accounts for such a small percentage of the total incident radiation that it is 
often neglected in radiation calculations (Fu and Rich, 1999).
Owens Lake inflow was calculated as the differenee between summed basin-wide 
precipitation and summed basin-wide évapotranspiration. For equilibrium conditions to 
be met, this inflow must equal outflow due to lake evaporation. Annual lake evaporation 
can be related to lake surface elevation via the Farnsworth and others (1982) relationship. 
Surface elevation is used in the GIS model to compute modeled aerial extent, that is then 
eompared with observed pre-diversion lake extent to test the null hypothesis.
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Results
Model 1: Hydrologie balance o f  Owens Valley
using historic flow data
Summing historic Owens River flow (Lee, 1912) and modeled modem playa MBR
(Draa and Orndorff, 2003) produced a total inflow volume of 381,000,000 m^/yr
(308,500 afy). Annual evaporation (outflow) for the simulated equilibrium lake model
hence equals the summed inflow value:
308,500 afy (E) = 296,000 afy (O) + 12,500 afy (P) (3)
(outflow) (inflow)
where:
E = 0  + P
E = annual evaporation, 308,500 afy 
O = Owens River recharge, 296,000 afy 
P = playa MBR, 12,500 afy.
An annual lake evaporation rate of 308,500 afy (381,000,000 m^) corresponds to a lake
surfaee elevation of 1,090 m (3,576 ft), covering a surface area of 251 km^ (61,977 acres)
(Figure 19a&b); this lake has a depth of 13 m and a volume of 3,261,000,000 m^
(2,643,000 af). Figure 20 shows modeled pre-diversion Owens Lake in map view.
Model 2: Hydrologie balance o f Owens Valley 
using an energy-based model 
Mean monthly temperature grids from the Van Hoesen (2003) lapse rate model are 
shown in Figure 2 la-1. January produces the coldest modeled temperatures for Owens 
Valley (higher elevations reaching -20°C) while July produees the warmest temperatures 
with valley floor grid cells averaging 25-30*^0 (notice that even during July the higher 
elevations have average temperatures near 0*̂ 0). Average monthly precipitation grids
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Figure 19a. Total lake evaporation vs. elevation for simulated pre-diversion Owens Lake 
from historic records (elev.- 1,090 m, evaporation = 3.81*108 m3/yr).
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Figure 19b. Simulated pre-diversion Owens Lake from historic records sits at an 
elevation of 1,090 m with a surface area of 2.51*108 m2.
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Figure 20. Simulated pre-diversion Owens Lake from historical records (elev. = 1,090 
m). Lake shading indicates depth.
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Figure 21a-d. Mean monthly temperature for months (a) January, (b) February, (c) 
March, (d) April.
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Figure 21e-h. Mean monthly temperature for months (e) May, (f) June, (g) July, (h) 
August.
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from the PRISM database are shown in Figure 22a-l. High elevations in the Sierra 
Nevada and to a lesser extent the White Mountains produce significant amounts of 
monthly precipitation while the valley floor produces only marginal precipitation 
(average of 5 cm/yr). Summing the average monthly precipitation grids produces an 
average annual precipitation grid (Figure 23). Plotting the average annual precipitation 
climate station data in relation to the annual PRISM surface illustrates the relationship 
between average annual point data and the computer simulated average annual 
precipitation zones delineated by the PRISM database. The PRISM precipitation zones 
show the same dominance of the Sierra Nevada on precipitation as the precipitation data 
presented in Model I . The accuracy of these precipitation zones would be improved upon 
with higher resolution grid cells.
Output from the Solar Analyst Extension includes monthly direct radiation grids for 
the study area (Figure 24a-l). As would be expected, the summer months produce the 
greatest solar radiation, and south-facing slopes receive higher solar radiation throughout 
the year than north-facing slopes. A general trend is apparent in which higher elevations 
receive greater amounts of solar radiation than the neighboring valley due to topographic 
shading.
The Hargreaves Model produces monthly estimates of PET for the study area (Figure 
25a-l). Potential évapotranspiration is highest in the summer months and is greatest for all 
months in the warm valley floor. Monthly water surplus/deficit is determined by 
subtracting monthly PET from monthly precipitation (Figure 26a-l). A monthly water 
surplus is produced when monthly grid cell precipitation is greater than monthly grid cell 
PET; a water deficit results when PET is greater than precipitation. Monthly net surplus
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Figure 22a-d. Mean monthly precipitation for months (a) January, (b) February, (e) 
March, (d) April.
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Figure 22e-h. Mean monthly precipitation for months (e) May, (f) June, (g) July, (h) 
August.
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Figure 24a-d. Direct radiation for months (a) January, (b) February, (c) March, (d) April.
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Figure 24e-h. Direct radiation for months (e) May, (f) June, (g) July, (h) August.
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Figure 25a-d. Mean monthly évapotranspiration for months (a) January, (b) February, (c) 
March, (d) April.
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Figure 25e-h. Mean monthly évapotranspiration for months (e) May, (f) June, (g) July, 
(h) August.
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Figure 26a-d. Mean monthly surplus for months (a) January, (b) February, (c) March, (d) 
April.
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Figure 26e-h. Mean monthly surplus for months (e) May, (f) June, (g) July, (h) August.
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Figure 26i-l. Mean monthly surplus for months (i) September, (j) October, (k) November, 
(1) December.
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water available for surface or groundwater recharge to Owens Lake.
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grids are created by setting deficit values (<0) to zero, since one cannot evaporate more 
water than is available. Summing all 12 monthly net surplus grids produces an average 
annual surplus of 327,000,000 m^/yr (265,000 afy) for the entire Owens Lake watershed 
(Figure 27).
Assuming steady-state equilibrium, lake surface evaporation (outflow) must equal the 
summed surplus value for the watershed (inflow). An annual lake evaporation volume of 
327,000,000 m^/yr (265,000 afy) corresponds to a modeled lake surface elevation of 
1,085 m (3,560 ft) (Figure 28a&b). Modeled pre-diversion Owens Lake covers a surface 
area of 221 km^ (55,000 acres) with a depth of 10 m and a volume of 2,123,000,000 m  ̂
(1,721,000 af) (Figure 29).
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Figure 28a. Total lake evaporation vs. elevation for the energy model estimate of pre­
diversion Owens Lake (elev. = 1,085 m, evaporation = 3.27*108 m3/yr).
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Figure 28b. Energy model estimate of pre-diversion Owens Lake at an elevation of 1,085 
m with a surface area of 2.21 * 108 m2 .
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Figure 29. Energy model estimate of pre-diversion Owens Lake extent (elev. = 1,085 m). 
Lake shading indicates depth.
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS
Wirganowicz (1997), Shumer (1997), Font (1997), Hollett, (1991), Danskin, (1988), 
and Lopes (1988) concluded that the modem groundwater system of Owens Valley 
needed further study. The first null hypothesis tested in this study was that mountain 
block recharge for Owens Lake playa is in equilibrium with modem climate. Mountain 
block recharge was assumed to contribute the majority of recharge to the underlying 
aquifers of Owens Lake playa. Commonly, MBR has been determined as a residual value 
when all other factors in the water balance have been estimated. Wirganowicz (1997) 
stated that MBR must be 20,000 afy to balance measured playa discharge. The Maxey 
and Eakin (1949) method produced 11,900 afy mountain block recharge to Owens Lake 
playa. The Donovan and Katzer (2000) method was also applied and resulted in 12,500 
afy of mountain block recharge. Estimated MBR is approximately 50% less than that 
necessary to balance equilibrium playa discharge, hence the null hypothesis is rejected. 
Two GIS models were developed to test the null hypothesis that pre-diversion Owens 
Lake was in equilibrium with modem climate. The models estimated equilibrium Owens 
Lake extent using: (1) historic data and (2) an energy-based model of évapotranspiration 
for the entire valley. Both model results lead us to reject the null hypothesis. Lake extent 
based on historical data (elev. = 1,090 m) is 13% smaller in surface area and 37% smaller
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in volume than observed pre-diversion Owens Lake extent (elev. = 1,097 m) (Figures 30a 
& 30b). Simulated Owens Lake extent based on the energy-based model (elev. = 1085 m) 
is 24% smaller in surface area and 59% smaller in volume than observed pre-diversion 
Owens Lake extent (Figures 30a & 30b) (Figure 3.31). These GIS-based model results 
suggest that Owens Lake may have been shrinking in response to late Holocene warming. 
Water managers may be overestimating water resources in Owens Valley since they base 
decisions on the assumption of hydrologie equilibrium; such overestimation may result in 
critical shortages in the future if supply proves incapable of meeting demand.
Future Work
• A continued assessment of water resources in Owens Valley is necessary to fully 
characterize the impacts of diversion and groundwater withdrawal on the valley 
as well as to better manage water allotted to southern California.
• Time-varying computer models of climate conditions are needed in order to 
increase accuracy of and confidence in estimated impacts on the surface and 
groundwater system.
• Groundwater monitoring is necessary to determine the relationship between the 
Owens River delta and possible southward flow of groundwater into the playa 
aquifers. Such monitoring is not likely to be permitted by LADWP.
• Further study is necessary to identify the interaction between groundwater and 
faults throughout the valley and most importantly along the margins of the playa 
to determine the quantity and velocity of groundwater flow into playa aquifers.
• Continued work on groundwater chemistry and dating is essential in determining 
groundwater source, flow paths, and residence time throughout the valley.
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Figure 30a. Total lake evaporation vs. elevation for pre-diversion Owens Lake (elev. -  
1,097), simulated pre-diversion Owens Lake from historical records (elev. = 1,090), and 
energy model estimate of pre-diversion Owens Lake (elev. = 1,085).
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Figure 30b. Surface area for: pre-diversion Owens Lake (elev. = 1,097 m), simulated 
pre-diversion Owens Lake from historical records (elev. = 1,090 m), energy model 
estimate of pre-diversion Owens Lake (elev. = 1,085 m).
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Figure 31. DEM of all lake estimations: pre-diversion Owens Lake (elev. = 1,097 m), 
simulated pre-diversion Owens Lake from historical records (elev. = 1,090 m), energy 
model estimate of pre-diversion Owens Lake (elev. = 1,085 m).
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